
Introduction

Adenocarcinoma of the vagina accounts for 6% of vagi-

nal cancers [1]. Four to nine percent of vaginal adenocarci-

nomas are clear cell adenocarcinomas [1]. Vaginal clear cell

carcinoma was reported for the first time in April 1970 by

Herbst and Scully in seven patients, between 15-22 years of

age [2]. Epidemiological studies on mothers of patients’

with clear cell adenocarcinoma revealed the history of non-

steroidal synthetic estrogen diethylstilbestrol (DES) use dur-

ing pregnancy [3]. DES had been used for reducing fetal

losses in high risk pregnancies, treatment of gonorrheal

vaginitis, atrophic vaginitis, menopausal symptoms, post-

partum lactation suppression, menstrual problems, morning

sickness, and infertility in the 1940s and the 1950s. DES-in-

duced vaginal clear cell carcinoma incidence spiked in the

middle of the 1970s as a consequence [3].

Abnormal vaginal bleeding is usually the first symptom

of vaginal clear cell carcinoma. Twenty percent of the pa-

tients may be asymptomatic. Although vaginal cytology is

effective in diagnosis, false negativity can reach up to 20%.

Vaginal clear cell carcinomas may occur in any part of the

vagina but are commonly seen in upper third of the anterior

vaginal wall. Sporadic vaginal clear cell carcinomas in

women without a history of DES exposure constitutes 33%

of all clear cell carcinomas and have worse prognosis [3, 4]. 

Treatment options of early stage vaginal clear cell carci-

noma range from primary radiotherapy to vaginectomy plus

lymph node dissection with radiotherapy. The most fre-

quently used therapeutic approach for Stage I vaginal clear

cell carcinoma is partial or total vaginectomy combined with

radical hysterectomy and pelvic lymphadenectomy [5-8].

Due to effective treatment and lower recurrence rate, radi-

cal trachelectomy has also become a preferred treatment

modalit y in recent years, especially for patients who wish

to retain fertility [2].

Case Report

A 22-year-old nulligravid women was presented to hospital

with the complaint of infertility. Gynecological examination re-

vealed two eccentric mass extending from proximal part of the
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Summary

Introduction: Four to nine percent of vaginal adenocarcinomas are clear cell adenocarcinomas. The most frequently used therapeu-

tic approach for Stage I vaginal clear cell carcinoma is partial or total vaginectomy combined with radical hysterectomy and pelvic

lymphadenectomy. Radical trachelectomy has also become a preferred treatment modality in recent years especially for patients who

wish to retain fertility. Case: A 22-year-old nulligravid women was presented to hospital with the complaint of infertility. Gynecolog-

ical examination revealed two eccentric masses extending from proximal part of the anterior vaginal wall with a diameter of 0.5 cm and

0.5 cm. Histopathological evaluation resulted as clear cell adenocarcinoma. Positron emission tomography/computed tomography

(PET/CT) and abdominopelvic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed no pathologic lymph node involvement and metastatic le-

sion. Patient was diagnosed as vaginal clear cell adenocarcinoma, FIGO Stage 1, T1N0M0. The patient was informed about each treat-

ment option and patient was scheduled for radical abdominal trachelectomy and lymph node dissection. Frozen section procedure of

bilateral pelvic lymph nodes were consistent with the absence of metastasis. Then a radical abdominal trachelectomy was performed.

Definitive pathology revealed clear cell adenocarcinoma of the vagina, no pelvic lymph nodes involvement, and negative surgical mar-

gins. Adjuvant treatment was not needed. Patient has been followed up every three months by vaginal and cervical smear for 30 months.

Postoperative 30

th

month control revealed no pathologic findings and patient had been menstruating regulary. Conclusion: Strict treat-

ment guidelines however, cannot be formulated and optimal therapeutic approaches must be individualized; radical trachelectomy is a

potential fertility sparing procedure described for early stage clear cell carcinoma.
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anterior vaginal wall, 0.5 cm in diameter. The pathologic diagno-

sis of the punch biopsy resulted as clear cell adenocarcinoma.

Eventually, the patient was referred to gynecologic oncology

clinic in Istanbul University school of Medicine. A 0.5×0.5 cm

mass on the upper third of the anterior vaginal wall was confirmed

in the authors’ examination. This mass was excised and sent for

pathology consultation together with the tissue specimens that

were taken previously. Histopathological evaluation was clear cell

adenocarcinoma. Positron emission tomography/computed to-

mography (PET-CT) and abdominopelvic magnetic resonance im-

aging (MRI) revealed no pathologic lymph node involvement and

metastatic lesion. An extra mass lesion on the anterior wall of the

cervix with a diameter of 0.3 cm was determined. The result of the

punch biopsy of this lesion was also compatible with clear cell

carcinoma of the vagina.

As a consequence of clinical and radiological evaluation, the

patient was diagnosed as vaginal clear cell adenocarcinoma, FIGO

Stage 1, T1N0M0. The patient was informed about treatment op-

tions (primary radiotherapy, radical hysterectomy with lymph

node dissection, and radical trachelectomy with lymph node dis-

section). Detailed information was given about the risks and ben-

efits of each option. The patient was informed that if metastatic

disease was found at the time of surgery or on final pathology, she

could still require radiation or extended surgery compromising

her fertility. Eventually, the patient’s choice was radical abdomi-

nal trachelectomy and lymph node dissection.

After informed consent was taken, laparotomy was done

through a median incision and no macroscopic abnormal findings

were encountered. At first, bilateral pelvic lymph node dissection

was performed. Frozen section procedure was consistent with the

no pelvic lymph nodes metastasis. Then radical abdominal trach-

electomy was decided. Bilateral uterine arteries were ligated from

the origins of the hypogastric artery. Bilateral ureters were dis-

sected until the entrance of the bladder. Bladder was dissected

from the cervix and upper four cm of the vagina. After entering the

rectovaginal space by sharp dissection, bilateral sacrouterine lig-

aments were clamped, cut, and ligated. Upper five cm of the

vagina and parametria with the cervix uteri were excised together.

Surgical margins of distal vagina and cervix uteri at the level of

isthmus were free of disease. Separate sutures were placed to ap-

proximate the vagina and isthmus uteri. Standard antibiotic pro-

phylaxis and routine postoperative care were administered. Patient

was discharged with a Foley catheter on the postoperative third

day. The Foley catheter was removed on the seventh postoperative

day.

Definitive pathology revealed clear cell adenocarcinoma of the

vagina, no pelvic lymph node involvement, and negative surgical

margins (Figure 1). Adjuvant treatment was not needed. Patient

has been followed up every three months by vaginal and cervical

smear for 28 months. Postoperative 30

th

month control revealed no

pathologic findings and patient had been menstruating regulary. 

Discussion

The incidence of clear cell adenocarcinoma of the vagina

has decreased over time with the elimination of DES use.

Therefore relevant data about the treatment is quite re-

stricted. Absence of a consensus on treatment modalities

causes controversies especially in gynecologic oncology

clinics. Treatment approaches of vaginal clear cell carci-

noma include radiotherapy, surgery or a combination of

both modalities. Partial or total vaginectomy, partial resec-

tions, and radical hysterectomy are included among surgi-

cal methods. The most frequently used therapeutic ap-

proach for Stage I vaginal clear cell carcinoma is partial or

total vaginectomy combined with radical hysterectomy and

pelvic lymphadenectomy [5-8]. The choice of treatment for

primary carcinoma of the vagina has often been individu-

alized. It is difficult to derive strict treatment recommen-

dations from the literature. This difficulty stems from the

relatively few cases of vaginal adenocarcinoma and the het-

erogeneity of the disease extent at the presentation. 

Effectiveness of radiotherapy and surgical procedures were

compared especially in the studies evaluating Stage I vaginal

carcinoma. Davis et al. showed that both treatment methods

have no superiority on each other. They concluded that treat-

ment methods can be individualized according to patient’s

age, disease status (initial volume of disease, location on the

vagina), physician preference, and experience [9]. Stock et
al. found no significant difference in disease free survival for

Stage I patients between those who had surgery as part of

their treatment and those who were treated with radiation

therapy only. They preferred surgery for lesions at the apex

and for very superficial lesions. If surgical excision leaves

positive or close margins, they recommend postoperative ra-

diation therapy [10]. 

Senekjian et al. published surgical experiences of 219

cases of Stage I vaginal clear cell carcinoma. Traditional

Stage I vaginal cancer treatment protocol was applied to a

portion of the cases (vaginectomy + radical hysterectomy;

radiotherapy; vaginectomy + radical hysterectomy + ra-

diotherapy), and the other patients had local treatment (par-

tial or total vaginectomy; local excision; local excision +

local irradiation). Survival rates were similar in both groups

despite the recurrence rate for local treatment group (partial

or total vaginectomy; local excision) was higher. In this re-

gard, adjuvant radiotherapy has to be added to local therapy

as a treatment method in patients with Stage I vaginal clear

cell carcinoma [11].

4,885 vaginal cancer patients’ outcomes between 1985-

Figure 1. — Clear cell adenocarcinoma of the the vagina with no

pelvic lymph node involvement and negative surgical margins.
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1994 were published by American Cancer Society in 2000.

Surgery in selected patients in the early stages of vaginal

carcinoma has shown to be as effective as radiotherapy

[12]. As a consequence, treatment protocols of both exten-

sive surgical excisions and radiotherapy did not have seri-

ous differences regarding life expectancy and recurrence

rates, therefore the basic approach aimed to reduce patient

morbidity. 

Regarding the results of Desai et al., Stage I vaginal clear

cell carcinoma patients with one-third upper vagina in-

volvement requires radical hysterectomy + pelvic lymph

node dissection or radiotherapy and cases with lower two-

thirds of the vagina involvement requires radical hysterec-

tomy + total vaginectomy + pelvic lymph node dissection

or radiotherapy. 

Vaginal clear cell carcinoma is usually seen between ten

to 30 years of age. Due to expectations of the patients in

this age for retaining fertility, treatment modalities have

become the subject of further researches. Wide excision of

local lesion of vaginal cancer has been attempted but no

successful results were obtained [11]. Radical trachelec-

tomy is a potential fertility sparing procedure used for cer-

vical carcinomas. Removal of the cervix, parametrium, and

upper portion of vagina as in the same approach in primary

cervical cancer is a novel fertility preserving treatment

modality in the case of upper third of the vaginal clear cell

carcinoma involvement without any metastasis. Due to the

possibility that 12% of patients with Grade I vaginal clear

cell carcinoma may have pelvic lymph node metastasis,

pelvic lymph node dissection should be performed prima-

rily and nodal metastasis should be excluded histologically

[13]. Before planning this type of surgery, preoperative

PET and MRI must be performed to diagnose metastasis.

Detailed information about treatment risks and benefits

should be given to patients who are candidates for radical

abdominal trachelectomy. Patients must be informed that

complementary surgery and adjuvant radiotherapy may be

necessary in case of positive surgical margins or nodal

metastases on final histopathologic examination [3]. In the

present case, the patient wished to retain her fertility. After

frozen section procedure was consistent with absence of

no pelvic lymph node metastasis, radical abdominal tra-

chelectomy was decided. Definitive pathology revealed

clear cell adenocarcinoma of the vagina, no pelvic lymph

node involvement, and negative surgical margins. Adju-

vant treatment was not needed. 

In conclusion, strict treatment guidelines cannot be for-

mulated and optimal therapeutic approaches should be in-

dividualized. Surgical treatments should be balanced

against associated morbidity. Radical trachelectomy should

be kept in mind as a fertility sparing procedure used for

early stage clear cell carcinomas. 
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